What trophies (or achievements) have you earned during the pandemic? Have you baked the most cookies in a period of time? Did you play the most consecutive hours of Fortnite? Please share what trophies you have earned during the pandemic and think about what trophies you’d like earn during the coming summer. In a personal essay please break down your achievements and analyze what these trophies might say about your time in quarantine. In your conclusion please wrap up your essay by summarizing the points you previously made and then discuss what your goals are for the summer. By envisioning them you will be more likely to get closer to achieving these goals.

Length: 600 words

**Outline of assignment:**

MLA Formating

Title:________________

**Introduction (Paragraph 1):**

*General Statement:* (Something general about what you are talking about.)

*Thesis statement:* (What single statement can best summarize what you did during isolation?) Example: I spent far too much time on my couch during isolation.

Preview Body paragraphs: Please name three trophies that you earned during your time off that prove your thesis statement.

Example:
1: I earned the trophy of most games finished in a week.
2: I watch a 24 hour marathon on Marvel Movies
3: I binged watched the most Netflix in one sitting

Final thought
Body (Paragraph 2,3,4)

Example:
expand on trophy 1 in a paragraph
expand on trophy 2 in a paragraph
expand on trophy 3 in a paragraph

Conclusion
These trophies demonstrate that … and I think…
I’d like to earn these trophies in the summer because…